What are the boundaries of the DORA?
The boundary of the DORA encompasses a large portion of the Central Business District. A map outlining the exact boundary can be found on the City website. The City has posted distinct signage around the perimeter of the DORA to notify patrons of the boundary:

You cannot take a DORA beverage beyond the boundary.

Where can I purchase a DORA beverage?
The following establishments have the liquor permit necessary to serve DORA beverages at this time:

Doc's Place 12 W. Mulberry St.
Elk's Lodge #422 29 E. Mulberry St.
Golden Lamb 27 S. Broadway
Greenhouse Café 105 E. Mulberry St.
King's Bar and Grill 126 W. Mulberry St.
Lamp Post Cheese 107 E. Mulberry St.
Mae Ploy's Thai 11 S. Broadway
Roll On In 44 E. Mulberry St.
VFW Post 6069 15 W. Silver St.
Villaggio's 48 E. Mulberry St.

You can only purchase a DORA beverage at a qualifying business. To leave the establishment with a DORA beverage, you must pour it into the designated DORA cup available from the participating establishment.

When will the DORA be in effect?
The DORA hours are:

Monday – Thursday: 6 p.m. to midnight
Friday: 5 p.m. to midnight
Saturday – Sunday: Noon to midnight

The hours of operation remain consistent throughout the year. However, the City may temporarily suspend the DORA for certain special events held in Downtown Lebanon.
Can I bring my own alcoholic beverage, pour it into a DORA cup, and walk around in the DORA?
No, only drinks purchased from qualified businesses within the DORA are allowed. No cans, bottles, or outside drinks are permitted within the DORA boundary.

What types of alcoholic beverage can I have in my DORA cup?
Beer, wine, and liquor are allowable beverages to be consumed in designated DORA cups. Drinks must be purchased from participating businesses.

Can I walk anywhere with my DORA cup?
Patrons can enjoy their beverage in public gathering spaces. Some non-alcohol serving businesses located within the DORA boundary may choose to allow DORA patrons to enter their establishment. Individual Downtown businesses may have separate DORA policies.

Can I take my DORA cup back inside the establishment in which it was purchased?
No. Once a DORA cup has left a business, it must be consumed before you re-enter the business in which it was purchased or any other business that serves alcoholic beverages.

How do I know what businesses I can go into with my DORA drink?
1. Businesses serving DORA beverages will have a special decal displayed in their storefront
2. Businesses that do not serve DORA beverages but welcome patrons who are enjoying their beverages will have a special sticker displayed in their storefront
3. Businesses that are not participating in the DORA and do not allow DORA beverages will have a special sticker displayed in their storefront:

LEBANON
historic charm. reimagined.